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for many years of the Metcopoli tan Opera,

She has scored brilli ant successes with the
New York City Opera Company, at Covent

motion pictures, concert, r adio and recordings.

G arde n in London, a nd in concert.

One of America's most popular singers .•. star

The famous mezzo-soprano and opera's brilliant, new coloratura agree •••

In a recent test of hundreds of
people who smoked only
Camels for 30 days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly
examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE
CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION
due to smoking
CAMELS!
.\1:illions of people who have
smoked Camels for years already
know about Camel's cool, cool
mildness. If you're not among
those Camel smokers ... if you've
never given Camels a real, dayto-day trial ... start your own
30-day test of Camel mildness
today!
Try the mildaess and rich, full
flavor of Camels in your own
"T-Zone" (that's T for Taste and
T for Throat - your proving
ground for cigarette mildness .••
for smoking enjoyment).

, AGREE, MISS
SWARTHOUT-EVER
SINCE I MADE THAT

30-0AY MILDNESS
TEST, ITS BEEN

CAMELS WITH ME!

AND WHEN

YOU'VE SMOKED
CAMELS AS LONGAS I HAVE,
VIRG-INIA, YOU'LL
APPREOATE THAT

MILDNESS AND
FLAVOR
EVEN MORE!

Try Camels and test them as you
smoke them. If, at any time, you
are not convinced that Camels
are die mi ldest cigarette you
ever smoked, return the pack·
age with the unused Camels and
we will refund its full purchase
price, plus postage. (Slg"ell)
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Com.
pany, Winston·Salem, N. C.

According to a Nationwide survey:

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And when three leading
independent research organizations asked 11 3,597 doctors what
cigare£te they smoked, the brand nam ed most was Camel!

Editorial

THE MAN WHO SOLD HOT DOGS

There was a man who lived by the side of the road and sold hot dogs .
He was hard of hearing so he had no radio.
He had trouble with his eyes so he read no newspapers.
But he sold good hot dogs.
He put up signs on the highway telling how good they were.
He stood on the side of the road and cried: "Buy a hot dog, Mister? "
And people bought.
He increased his meat and bun orders.
He bought a bigger stove to take care of his trade.
He finally got his son home from college to help him out.
But then something happened.
His son said, "Father, haven't you been listening to the radio?"
Haven't you been reading the newspapers?
There's a big depression.
The European situation is terrible.
The domestic situation is worse.
Whereupon the father thought, "Well, my son's been to college, h8
reads the papers and he listens to the radio, and he ought to
know."
So the father cut down on his meat and bun orders, took down his adver tising signs, and no longer bothered to stand on the highway
to sell his hot dogs.
And his hot dog sales fell almost overnight.
" You're right, son," the father said to the boy.
"We certainly are in the middle of a great depression."
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Bowl and Play
Shuffle Board
AT

We Cater to Private Parties
Banquets, Dances and Club
Luncheons

Maple Lanes
1h Mile West on Highway 68

FINE FOOD
Try Our Open-Pit

ARCHWAY
INN

BA R B EC U E
'P HONE 23{)3 FOR RESERVATIONS

Phone 968 -W

527 State St.
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NOTICE

COMPLIMENTS
of

P ushin's
It was so cold w h er e we were," boasted
the Arctic explorer , "that the candle froze
and we couldn't blow it out."
"That's nothing," said his rival. "Where
we were the words came out of our
mouths in pieces of ice, and we had to try
them to see what we 'Were talking about."
"Crop failures?" 'a sked the old timer.
"Yes I've seen a few in my day. In 1898
the co~n crop was almost nothing. We
cooked some for dinner, and my father
ate fourteen acres of corn at one meal! "
Golfer (far off in the ro ugh) - ",s ay,
caddy, why do you keep looking at our
watch?"
Caddy-HIt isn 't a watch, sir; it's a compass."
Judge (after four hours' instructing the
jury)-"Is there 'a ny other question before the jury retires?"
F,o reman-"Yes, y our honor. What is a
plaintiff, and w h at is a defendant?"
Wallie returned from his first day as
Lawyer Grimes' office boy.
"How do you like the law business?"
asked his brother.
Wallie-"It's no good, I tell you. I'm
mighty sorry I learned it.

ID ue to the lack of int erest of the students the Miss T. HN" T . contest will die
with this issue. Weare sorry that this action is necessary, but without the interest
of students the contest would be impos sible and that is what it has boiled down
to. Maybe next year with a group of new
students it can be accom plished.
Fleas *
Adam
Had 'em.
*Believed to be the world's shortest poem.
A man who has two wi,ves, of course,
Is always called a bigamist :
But when he has some three or four
We guess he is a 'pigamist.
~Florida Times-Union
The lightning bug is brilliant, !but he
h asn 't any mind;
He flutt ers through existence, with his
headlights on behind.
Love is like an onion ;
You taste it with delight,
And when it's gone y ou wonder
Wha tever made y ou bite.
"The best thing y ou can do is to stop
drinking and smoking, go to bed early,
and get up at sunrise."
"But, doctor, I really can't afford the
best treatment. What's the next best?"
Minister-"We w ill now have a few
m inutes of prayer. Deacon Brown, will
y ou lead?"
Deacon Brown (sleepily) - " 'Tain't my
lead, I just dealt."
IDentist-"I'm sorry, but I'm all out of
gas."
Girl in Chair-"Ye Gods! Do dentists
pull that old stuff, too?"

Tim-",Larry, k in yez tell me what
kapes thim bricks together?"
Larry-"Sure, Tim , it's the mortar."
Tim-"Not be a dom sight. 'Tiz the mortar that kapes thim apaTt."

Morris Jewelry Store

DODSON CLOTHES.

Jewelry and Silverware

(B. G's. Oldest And Best)

"The Fri endly Men's S t ore"
211 Main

Bowling Green, Ky.

408 Main St.

Phone 443
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JIM CLEGG, EDITOR, LEA YES FOR SUMMER

JAMES

B.

C LEGG

The good-looking, congenial-looking fellow above is Jim Clegg. J im has se~ved
as Sports Editor and the Western Editor
:Dor T . "N" T . since its formation last December. Jim was one of the founders of
this magazine.
J im left us last month to join the Indianapolis baseball club in New Orleans
Louisiana, for spring training. No, !Mr:
Clegg is. no! a baseball player, -b ut he is
an umpIre m the American Association
during the regular baseball season During the winter months Jim make~ his
home here in Bowling Green and -a ttends
Western. Ump . Clegg will graduate from
Western next fall.
. Jim hails from Atlanta, Georgia, origI!la,ny, J:mt after the war he decided to
fInIsh hIS education in the state of Kent ucky d uring the winter months. He first
attended Centre College, but instead of

being only a student he secured the
position of basketball coach and he
coached Centre College to its only successful season since 1935 when the Prayin' Colonels won 10 and lost 6 in '45-'46
Clegg was filling in for Quinn Decker,
coaching the Third Air Force football
team .
The handsome and personable Clegg,
however, has his heart in umpiring
"I agree with Tim Hurst, the ex-umpiring great," said Clegg, "A fellow umpire
compl-a ined that umpiring was a dog's
life, full of abuse and insults Hurst agreed, saying sure it's tough, but where
can you beat the hours?" This really does
suit Mr. Clegg, the typical Southern Gentleman .
Jim started umpiring Iball sever,al years
back in Atlanta. This wasn't even baseball, but was softball. The league officials
thought so much of Jim that they invited
him to officiate the National Softball
Tournament in Chicago. The next year he
was offered a job in one of the East Coast
minor leagues and he accepted.
It was not long after his first re-a l season of umpiring that Jim had to leave for
the U. S. Army Air Forces. In the Air
Corps he immediately started a sports
career. Jim coached and pI-ayed with his
unit team and went on to win the Carribean championship
Afte.r a lapse of some four years, Jim
'Was dIscharged. Back to Atlanta Jim
went and like all men just 'Out of the service, he did not have his mind made up one
way or another until one day he received
a long-distance call from Dallas, Texas,
and an offer to ump in the Texas League'
This 'Was his big chance and he took it:
Clegg stayed in the Texas League one
year and that was all. The next season he
was called into the American Association
where he is today .
. We asked. Jim -a l.ittle about his profesSIOn. On thIS questIOn he took a serious
slant, he pointed out a fact perhaps few
(Continued on Page 1-9)

Compliments of

CARPENTER,-DENT,-SUBLETT DRUG CO.

SERVING BOWLING GREEN SINCE 1910
Seven Convenient Stores
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Men of Distinction

--

FA:RLEY B. GRlEENFIELD

~

For our April selection for Men of Dis tinction, Farley B. Greenfield fills the
bill as an outstanding senior in the Accounting Department at the Business University. Farley began his studies here
back in June of 1946 and immediately
came through with a high enough scholastic average to make Beta Pi. Farley starte~ working for Mr. Holland in July of '48.
Since Mr. Holland's illness he has substituted in Cost, Finney 1 and 1A this semester 'a nd Math last semester.
F arley hails from Shelby, Mississippi.
In the Shelby High School many honors
were bestowed upon him such as assistant editor of school paper; debate' team,
honor .r oll four years; he won fourth
place In a state-wide essay contest .and
l~st but not least Farley was Valedictonan of his class.
He will take the C. P. A test in November . The school will suffer a loss when
Farley graduates in June and we all want
to wish yo u good luck in' your further endeavors, Mr Greenfield .

ROY MANN

This month the Men of Distinction
takes great ,pleasure in presenting to you,
Roy Mann, from Hartford, . Kentucky.
Roy first started to Western In September 1943 and left for the Na,vy in December: 1943. After serving two years and six
months in the service, he again returned
to Western in September, 1946.
Roy w on his share of honors while a ttendina Hartford High School. While in
high s~hool, he made the All-Distr~ct an.d
All-Regional tournament teams In hiS
junior and senior years. Ro y and Johnny
Oldham were team mates on those teams.
Roy played on the great service team at
the Naval Training Center team in Miam i, Florida. This team was one of th e
most outstanding service teams in the nation. While playing cent er on that team ,
Roy scored an avera ge of 20 points per
game. A record few people can boast.
Roy has been a reg ular member of the
Western basketball squad ever since his
return from the service in 1946. Roy is a
senior and will gr.aduate in the near futu re. Almost forgot he will be married to
Miss JoAnn Christena, a student at Butler University, June 11 at Indianapolis.
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Gossip
W ell, here I am again ready to take a
gaze at the old and new love birds on the
campus. It is spring again and watch out
because wedding bells will be ringing for
many.
Deen and C layton have been seeing each
other almost every day for the past two
years. Maybe pretty soon it will be official-say, when they both graduate this
June. Another couple that has love ligh t
in their eyes is Sonny and Clara Belle.
You will have to admit they make one
swell ,pair and maybe the word will come
from them before long, too.
How serious can one get without being
engaged? Just look at ,Pinky and Bob!
They have something between them that
a lot of people would like to ha,ve. Just associate with them for awhile and maybe
a little will rub off.
Talking about gals that stay truethere's one on this hill that is a one-man
girl for sure .. Name-Terry. The male is
away in flesh, but every once in a while
you can see a gleam in her eyes to let you
know he isn't always away in spirit. I
think Red L. is coaching this year-could
he be waiting for someone we all know to
graduate?
Tom, Tom, make up your mind! Will it
be Sara or Betty? The girls are the Ibest
of friends and even live out in town together now. Be careful and don't tread on
enemy (or friendly) territory.
You never know who J oan P. will fbe
dating next, but right at present Frank
Cole seems to be her heart's desire. Lab
instructors can come in handy ever so often, J oan, so hang on to him for awhile.
I wonder why Jack and J ane are seen
together constantly? Could it be the real
thing-that thing they call love? They
both are from the same neck of the woods
so they ought to have lots in common-':"a
good basis for an ideal marriage.

HOW/,RD

.r

cLcM

Never a Charge
For Credit
Bowling Green. Kentucky

If you go steady with some one for four
years and still get along as well as Clarence and Mary Todd it's something. I
have never seen a rift between them and
I know we want it to stay that way-then
everyone will be happy.
When 'F riday rolls around there is one
couple that you never see in Bowling
G reen. J ust why do Margaret and Kenny
go h ome every week-end? Coult it be because they have no restrictions and more
fr eedom there?
Then there is Mary C .-another gal
with at least two boys. The only trouble
is that this triangle does not get along so
w ell as J oe's, Mary's and Jack's. Walt and
S tan seem ready to fight each other at a
m oments notice. Better be careful, Mary,
someone may get hurt and in the end it
could be you!
J ean DeVore and Embry have been another steady couple on the hill for many,
m any months. It must be wonderful to
know that you have found the only one
for you .
D ale and Naomi have been engaged for
several months now. Maybe they will see
fit to go on and get hitched ·before long.
We wish them all the happiness and all
that kind of stuff that they deserve. Another engaged couple you see around
pl enty is Hosal ee and Frank. One without
the other is an oddity. True love is something anyone likes to see.
Well, all good (maybe you think it !bad)
things must come to an end sometimes, so
now is as good as any time. I'll be seeing
you around on the campus, so be good until next month.

A wonderful bird is the pelican!
His mouth can hold more than his belican.
He can take in his beak
Enough food for a weekI'm darned if I know how the helican!

BOWLING GREEN
LINCOLN-MERCURY. Inc .
New and Used Cars
R EPA IRS

.B ODY WORK

LOUISVILLE ROAD 1 M'I.

on

RI G HT

PLATTER CHATTER
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Ring Telephone Ring-All coeds at B.
U. and Western.
.
0 , How I Miss You Tomght-Jo Ella
Junkin.
.
All Of Me-J. David FrancIs.
Let's Gall the Whole Thing Off-Alma
G and Ed. Harvey.
'You'll Never Know- All Finney students.
The Ole Chaperone----Louie Harman .
That Certain Party - Diamond Gem
boys.
Here I'll Stay-Mrs. Cates.
I Never Loved Anyone (Except Convertibles) - Bill Lashlee.
Sunrise Serenade-J oe Smith.
Gotta Get Some Shuteye-Jack Wi.lliamson.
I Still Get a Thrill-Dot Sugg ,a nd Melvin Beaver.
You're Too Slow- Homer Duke.
I Miss You So-Sam Malone.
I'll Be Seeing You-Ed Smith.
Down Among the Sheltering 'P almsJohn Lanier.
The Man With a Horn- Joe Reno.
Juke Box Saturday Night-John Blaine.
All I Do Is Dream Of Y o u---'Betty Ethridge and Dennis Vaughn.
Dream Time-Virginia Human.
,E very Day I Love You Just A Little
Bit More-Dot Winkler and C. J .
I Didn't Mean A Word I Said---lLeonard
Melton.
We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye-Elaine
Landrum and [)oug Brindle.
Powder Your Face With Sunshine'Mrs. James.
Someday-All hopefuls.

HARNED BARBER SHOP
108 Main St.

Phone 1662-J

We Accept Appointments
MUSIC TALKS
,More Than You Know-.Physics Class.
I Wish I Could Tell You-French Translation.
You're Driving Me Crazy-Latin Students.
Gotta Be This Dr That- True and False
Test.
No Can Do-Algebra Test.
I Don't Stand A Chance-Chemistry
Class.
If I Had Only Known-Yesterday's assignment.
Gotta Make Up for Lost Time-Review
Week.
I'll Never Be The Same-After Gym
Class.
One Meatball-Any Student's Lunch.
An intelligent-looking farmer had been
examined by both defense and prosecution and was about to be accepted, when
the prosecutor chanced to ask: Do you
believe in capital punishment."
The farmer hemmed and hawed and after a momen't reflection replied: "Yes,
sir, I do, if it ,a in't too severe."
Mike Finn (reading an epitaph in the
cemetery)-"Not Dead, But Sleeping.
Sure, and that feUow 'i sn't deceiving anybody but himself!"

The Student Flower Shop

Hear All The Cincinnati Reds

PHONE 1958

Baseball Games

THOMAS - COVINGTON

Beginning April 19th

FLORISTS

WLBJ

827 STATE STREET

1340

PEARSON DRUG CO.

WBON - FM

W'e 're In Business For Your Health
Phone 34
Bowling Green,
Kentucky

101.1 Me's
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The Crystal Ball
Dear Madam:
Why does Kenn y Arnold ha,ve such a
gleam in his eyes now?
-Wondering
Dear Wondering:
Could be because Vivian's back to stay.
Dear Madam:
Who is Alma (The Photograph) Gilley's
new crush?
- Obnoxious
Dear Obnoxious :
Murle Fortney can tell you all about
that case or maybe Ed Harvey.
Dear Madam:
I am engaged to a very beautiful but
e.xtravagant yo ung l ady who is very partIcular about the clothes which she wears.
When she goes walking she must have a
walking suit, when she goes riding she
must have a riding suit, and ·when she
goes .o ut in the evening she always wears
evemng cloth es. Please advise me as to
how I can Ibreak her of this habit.
-thrifty
Dearest Thrifty:
Invite her to a birthday party.
Dear Madam:
.W hy does H. O. Ferguson take so many
tnps to Louis,ville?
-Just want to know
Dear J. W. T. K. :
It certainly isn't the Florida breeze
that blows through there.

Royal Barn Florist
"Flowers That Speak

April, 1949

Dear Madam :
Does Bob Keister have a
throb? If so , who is it?

new

heart

- L over
Dear Lover:
Yes. At the present we think it may be
Mary Gardner.
Dear Madam:
Why does Duple Grant have such a
gleam in her eves now'?
- L ocal Eye-Man
Dear Oculist :
Maybe she's thinkin g she'd like to be
"John 's (other) wife."
Dear Madam :
Who's the cute couple that enjoy 3: 30
typing lab so much?
- Speedy
D earest Speed y:
W areen Hendricks and Wilma Dani ola
I think.
The lawyer for the defense was interviewing prospective jurors before the
trial.
" Do you know anything about this?" he
asked one of them.
" Nope."
"Have you heard 'a nything about it?"
"Nope."
"Have you read any thing albout it?"
"Can't read."
"Well then , have you formed any opinion about this case? "
"What case?"
"Your Honor," said the lawyer, "the defense accepts this man."
There is a wild tale about Nona
Who wore a black chiffon kim~na.
Don't think for a minute
There's anything in itThat is, anything except Nona.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

For You."
Located For Your Convenience
516 E. 10th.

Phone 2262

C7t~
• B.AND BOX CLEANERS.

,

Phone 877

Duck Inn Cafe
SANDWICHES

SHORT ORDERS

334 Thirteenth

b

220-13th St.

926-10th St.
We Deliver

Bowling Green,

Kentucky
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CHARM

L UCHY GONZALES
Business University
From Havana, Cuba

JO ANN PUCKETT
Western
From Owensboro, Ky .
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Sabotage
Spring has sprung, the grass has riz.
I wonder where Ray is. Cute isn 't it ?
This beautiful weather is beautiful. (It
will probably be raining the day this
comes out)
Ruth Dean was trying to make H oover
think the lovebug was biting him , and
stuck a cigarette in his eye. How does it
"feel" to be in love?
Chick L. and Delores E. are datin g
heavy. I think they got fouled up on F r iday night though.
Dimple Kitchens and Johnny Baker
make a lovely couple. Dont'cha think?
Which is it J ·a ckie and Kerbaugh , Dennis and Betty or Jackie and Dennis, Dennis and Kerbaugh-no that couldn't be
right. Its Jackie and Kerlbaugh , Dennis
and Betty. Whooooo-I get the $64.
Mary Danta and Faye Smith seem to
get along just fine. Could this be a budding romance?
Mary Clevenger and Bob Watson are
another new and cute couple.
;Oot Winkler seems to be staying true
blue to her loved one. So does J 0 Ella.
My goodness have you ever in your life?
Some of our good buddies are leaving
us. Jean Hammel for one. We sure ar e
going to miss you, Jeanie. We ha·ve h ad
a lot of wonderful times together. Also
Jack Williamson . Poor Jeanette. We will
take care of her Jack never fear, and do
come back and see us often.
Barbara Tayler has already left. She
couldn't wait. Sure are going to miss the
old gal.
.Elaine Landrum finishes but she is going to sta y in Bowling Green . Just can 't
leave us can you Elaine?
FLASH!! Ray got out of Penmanship !

April, 1949

Bob Bell sure is up in th e air. His gal
is comin g to see him som etime t his month.
Don't blame y ou Bob.
Vivi,an L. has a new beau , J a ck Beam,
or is he new?
Another chaTming couple and a peck of
fun-Bob O'Neal and Dot · Perry. They
reall y can party party.
Speaking of party, party, the K. B. Pi
had an extremely nice one. All couples
were fussing but every one had a nice
time.
Paul Riner escorted J.anie Gerstle or
Janie escorted him . Of course Ray and
Rene were there. And naturally Ed and
Margie. All of the K. B. Pi, Delta Theta's
and their datell.
There were a lot of Kids here for the
P. T. N. danc·e. Seemed like old home
week-end. Peggy N. was here looking as
cheerful and charming as ever. Betty Jo
and Iris were back ,again. Sissy K . and
Peggy Penrod honored us with their presence also, and everyone was h appy and
gay. The P. T. N. gave a wonderful dance.
I believe everyone had a good time.
What happened at the Kitchens house
the other night, Freda? Well, l'ove never
in m y life. You r eady for y our speech ,
Jean Coles? What in this world?
Betsy what do you mean when you say,
"The kind with the top on it. "
Betty Mahaffy and Buddy Adams have
decided to steady n ow . He didn 't mean to
lock the door the other night, Betty.
Bill Drone and Pat McIntosh are
pinned . How do you like that? I think
it's tender.
Hazel Billings ,and Bill Tatel have a
steady case on their hands and they seem
to love it.
Whit is back. Sure glad to have y ou
back. Missed you much.
John G. and Martha Jean make a good
couple. They seem to get alon g so well.
No fuss at ,all.
Will see y ou again nex t mon th .

Morehead Cleaners
Any
Make
3
experienced
mech a nics.
best equipment, years and
years of service!

Max
B. P~tter
Bowling Green, Ky.

See Harry and Irene
For First Class Work
330- 13th St.
Bowling Green,

Kentucky
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ARound With "Dutch"
As Elliot Paul once said "Whatever
isn't growing wears out," and I hope that
yours and my friendship shall ever grow.
.
To start off today s
column lets take
up the personality
of the month, Mr.
George
Edward
Fortin .
Ge0 rge
was
born on June 5,
192'1 in Ogdensburg, New York
already h a v i n g,
when he was born,
a sister named
Jerry or Geraldine. For an early
education he attended Holy Cross
g rade sch oo l
while his fath er worked in a clip joint.
And what else? h e was the best barber
in town. After leaving Holy Cross George
attended the O. F . A. (Ogdenslburg Free
Academy) w h ere he graduated in 1938
with exceptionally excellent grades.
Arriving at B. U. in September of 1938,
he started his work towards his A. B . degree in Education and his B. S. degree in
Higher Accounting. Working at Mrs.
Sine's boarding h ouse and student instructor for Mrs. Cates kept George busy
but during his senior year he met a very
attracti,ve blonde who answered to the
name of Miss Irene Watkins, also a student at B. U. only in the commercial de'part~ent. Between carry
two majors,
workmg towards a teacher's certificate
being Business Manager of the school an~
nual, a member of the Cosmopolitan ,club,
a member. of t he Pi Tau Nu fraternity
and escortmg Ir ene he was quite busy.
Upon graduation in June
1942 Mr
Fortin went to w ork in a ba~k in Ogdens~

"BOOST THE TOPPERS"
FOR QUALITY
At Low Prices It's

HOLLAND DRUGS
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bu rg, N . Y. and taught at a Government
Nigh t School until October, 1942 when he
enlisted in the Army Signal Corps in Lexington , K y. as a civilian student. What
w as he doing in Lexington? Irene' was
li ving and working there, what else! In
December he popped the question so now
there is a Mrs . F ortin who is not his
m other. After various duties in the Army
mostly radar, and being presented with
a bundle of energized dynamite on August 26, 1944 which he named Michael
F ortin , he became a civilian in February ,
1946.
George opened a bookkeeping service
in Columbus, Mississippi, but w anted to
ret urn to Bowling Green . As !bookkeeper
fo r the Brown Ice Cream and Milk Company he was enjoying life when he had
the opportunity for a teaching job at B.
U . in June, 1947.
Today Mr. Fortin is a professor in Econ omics, Business Administration, Accounting and once in a while Math. of
Accounting. Most of us are familiar with
George's smile, that he ·c an turn off and
on like a light switch and the peculiar
way he strokes his chin in deep thought.
Thanks a lot Mr. Fortin for eXlposing us
to an education in a way that only you
could do. In ending the personality of the
'month I would like to say that he is a
member of Beta Pi, Sponsor of Pi Tau Nu
an ardent worker in the Woodmen of th~
World Lodge, a Western fan and a 'b rother. of the Loy al Order of Moose .. .. George
WIll be m ore surprised to read his life
history than any of you as he knows nothing of it. A good friend supplied the missing details so in case of any slight error
excuse it Mr. Fortin.
:Well the price of progress is trouble so
I Just as well ,progress and get into trouble by reporting certain couples together
who by printing time won't even be
sp eaking .. .. Has anyone seen Bill Moore's
overcoa t? The poor boy is freezing . ...
J ohn ILe Master only notices a girls shoes
and face . I g uess I will too when I am 106
years old . . . . Wanda Brown is working
fo r the V. A. in IL ouisville now. Dick
Copeland had her out dancing just before she left and who should stroll into
the dance hall but Carolyn ,carper and
Oscar Talmadge. Most complicated .. ..
After spending a few minutes in a booth
w ith Rose D., Bill Hendrick has come to
th e conclusion that the trouble with lipstick is that it doesn 't . . .. We all hope that
Edy Mayfield's mother is well on the
road to recovery .... Betty Etheridge was
Cont,i nued on Page 22)
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The Roving

Report~r

By J oe K esler

LOST, STRAYED , OR STOLEN
One Roving Reporter.
GIVEN NAME-Joseph Butner KeslerWould like to give middle name to anyone. (Last name Promised).
L ast seen headed toward 12th Street
Grill, probably to eat. Very fond of pancakes-has trunks and trunks of them
iT'. his room.
DESCRIPTION - Average height and
weight. Either blond, brunette, or redteE-d. Has brown - blue - green eyes.
W ears shoes and l ast time noticed, the
strings were tied.
Most always accompanied by very attractive brown - eyed roru nette. Find
one, find other.
Foul play feared from readers of past
two articles.
S mokes pipe and uses Old Crutch smokin g tobacco. (One wiff of pilpe and yo u
need the Old Crutch).
Anyone find in g the individ ual (word
uS2d by permission of Dr . Dodson) ,
p12ase notify Editor of this m agazine
and you will be disposed of immediately, if not sooner.
Editor

Two attorneys, one decidely glum of
countenance, met on the street.
"Well, how 's business?" the first asked
of the dismal one.
"Rotten!" the pessimist replied. "I just
chased an ambulance twelve miles, ·and
found a law yer in it."
Doctor (arranging patient on operating
table)-"I'll be perfectly frank and tell
you that four out of five p atients die under this operation. Is there anything · I
can do for yo u before I begin?"
P ati ent-"Yes- help me on with m y
shoes and pants."
Did yo ur son stud y medicine as
pl anned for him to?"
"Oh, no, h = is a speci·alist."

you

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are :
Polish, Cuban, Austrian, Swede, or Mex.,
Twinkling with imported sex.
I eat my p eas with honey,
I h a·ve done it all m y life:
They do t aste kind of funny,
But it ke eps th em on the knife.

Dentist"o.pen wider please,-wider."
Patient-"A - A - A - A - Ah."
Dentist- (inserting rubber gag, towel.
and sponge)-" H ow's your family?"
Bursting open the door marked "P rivate, " th e butcher confronted the local
lawyer. "If a dog steals a piece of meat
from m y shop, is the owner liable?" he
asked the man behind the desk.
"Certainly," replied the l awyer.
"Very well, your dog took a piece of
st 2ak worth half a dollar about five minutes ago."
"Indeed," he returned smoothly. "Then
if you give m e the other half, that will
cover m y fee ."
Visitor-"Good morning, ma'am, I'm
collecting for the Inebriates' Home and-"
Mrs. McGuire-"Come around l ater,
and it's Pat ye can have, and welcome."
A daring young salesman of Leeds
Rashly swallowed six packets of seeds.
In a month, silly ass,
He was covered with grass
And he couldn 't sit down for the weeds.

SHE IS PROUD OF HER KEEPSAKE
ENGAGEMENT RING
"
Sold Exclusively By

HARTIG &BINZEL
MASTER JEWELERS
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CHESTERFIELD WINNERS
The winners of the March Chesterfield
contest were :
1. Robert L. Cander
2. Mart Williams
3. Stanley Gmdy
4. Carolyn Neil
5. Calvin H all
6. Allen Sneed
7. Melvin S . Beaver
8. Paul K. Johnson
9. George E. F ortin
10. Darwin Yeary

Compliments
of

Winners ma y pick up their cigarettes at
Apartment G -4, Vet's Village, Corner of 17th
and Normal. The residence o·f Bart Haggerman.

P rosecuting Attorney ( sternly, to witness)-"My man, you may yet find yourself committed for perjury. Only a few
ornoments ago you told the court that you
had only brother, but your sister h as
sworn that she has two. Now, then , o ut
with the truth."

liThe Store All Women Know"

Registrar: "The young lady is not a
minor, i s she?"
Bridegroom: "Oh, no; she works in a
beauty parlor."

QUESTIONS
A
B
C

Just lind the key, throw out the E,
And add Blue Grass to fleur-de.-lis.
A cheerful mien encircled as seen:
A doubter of fame, that's most of my name.
The leading three in this basic series,
Contain advice that's better than theories.

RULES FOR CHESTERFIELD HUMOR MAGAZINE CONTEST
1. Identify the 3 s ubj ec ts in back cover ad. All clues are in ad.
2. Submit answers on Ch esterfield w rapper or reasonable facsimile to this publication office.
3. First ten correct answers win onc carton of Chesterfield Cigarettes each .
4. Enter as many as yo u like. but o ne Chesterfield wrapper or facsimile must accompany each entry.
S. Co ntest closes midni ght. on c week after this issue's publication date . New conteat next is-ue.
6. Answers and n ames of winners will appear in the next issue.
7. All a nswers become the property of Chesterfi eld.
S . D ecision of j udges w ill be fi nal.

LAST MONTH'S ANSWER S & WINNERS

A

The word "milder" appears twice in the ad in red letters,
and the word " mild " (two-thirds o f "milder") appears in
white letters. They all expla in why Chesterfield is right.

B

Four eyes ( D arnell 's and Griffi n 's) are the
same in colo r and shape, bu t not in fame,
since Linda Darne ll 's are m uch more famous.

e

The pearl earrings worn by Linda Darnell.

".
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BLOWIN'

FUSES
K. DAVID DUNDERHEAD
If the situation doesn't ch,mge soon,
1949 will be known in B owlin g Green ant!
vicinity as the year it rained . Every year
at this season one is likel y to hear the remark "I never heard of so many people
havin'g flu and colds and ,pneumonia ."
This year is certainly no exception, and It
differs from the 'past only in that I was
a victim a y ear ago. Being sick is a poor
way to slip an extra vacation and still r eceive O'overnment pay , but one can usually
turn sbome phase of any situation into an
o pport unity if one tries, and that brin ~s
me to the place where I wanted t o begm
in the first place.
While I was laid up I had an opportunity to hear some of the stuff being put out
on our radios and called entertainment. I
got boared with nothing to do but gargle
the fish oil and swallow the sugar-coated
buckshot gi,ven me by a couple of the local
voo-doo men, so I sought the solace of that
damnable little invention of Marconi's.
Gad! H ow the fates must hate me ; that I
should be sick already and then develop
a notion to turn on the radio!
I can now tell you of seven seperate and
distinct bargains in flower seeds to be excelled nowhere !but in the dime store. I
am an ,authority on soaps and cereals of alL
kinds, and know the words to sixteen different " ballads." They all have the same
tunes Ibut the key is varied so that we get
an illusion of differences. And drama. Ah,
yes, that glorious mediuiffi of art and selfexpression. What new things I have learned from listening to the drama . Everyon e
of these fine stories has a moral, a philosophical undertone. "Can this little, runnynosed kid from the hick town of Custer
Coners seduce the dashin g youn g punk
South on 3'1-W

Phone 2851-W

who is a member of English nobility? "
That is Big Sister. Young Widow Brown is
a story to confuse the issue, "Can a tomato past thirty-five years old use
enough paint and built-in camouflage to
still get a man?" Of course, we all know
there is many an old wreck under a new
coat of paint. And we could go on and. on
from Portia, who is still facing hfe,
through old lady Perkins who is known
t o the world as Ma, to Tam Mix who has
been dead more than ten years but who
broadcasts every day at 5: 30 P . M.
All of the people in these monstrosities
tell us that life is a bitter, bitter pill. They
say that just when we arrange a pleasant
way to take our medicine, the capsule
br eaks and we get another iffi'outhful of
gall. After one day of lying on my bed
and listening to that I decided that if I was
going to die I was going to do it with my
boots on-an expression I picked up from
one of the better dramas. So I got up and
recover ed in spite of my doctor.
Wh ose fault is it that we get such tripe
over the air? Not the radio busi ness for
sure; they are just trying to make a nickle,
and to do that they have to give the public that listens just what is asked for .
That puts the monkey back on our back-yours and mine. Weare society . We demand that our emotions be tickled and
our vanities massaged . We ask for bunk
and baloney and no matter how thin you
slice what we get, it is still !baloney.
Well, the day I got up I decided to go
down and get my driver's licenses. In a
recent picture show there was a song with
which Uncle Remus told us "how the animals got that way. " Now I can tell you
how the Bowling Green drivers got that
way.
I was to be given a driving test. I fol lowed the examiner out to the car and he
said, "Now let's see, you ride in front. Yes,
that's right. The steering mechanism is up
there." I got in and pulled away from the
(Continued on Page 24)
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FOR YOUR NEXT

Murray's Drive Inn

CORSAGE

LOST RIVER

Deemer's

Next To Lost River Motor Court
Earl Murray, Prop.

Bowling Green
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Definitions
Angr y Father-"What do you mean roy
Bore-One who insists upon
br inging my daughter hame at 3 o'clock
about himself when you want
in the morning?"
Mild Suitor-"Well, sir, I have to be at about yourself.
Budget-A method of worrying before
work at 7."
you spend instead of 'a fterwards.
Conservative-A man who is too cowJudge-"Are you guilty?"
Prisoner-"I haven't heard the evi- ardly to fight and t oo fat to r un.
Courtship-The period during which
dence yet."
the girl decides whether or not she can
Taxi 'Driver-"I thought that I heard do any better.
Experience-The name men give to
somebody tell me to stop."
ip.assenger-' ~Drive On; she wasn't talktheir mistakes.
Firmness-That admirable quality in
in g to y ou."
ourselves that is detestable stubbornness
Dobbs-"I'm going to get a trap for my in others.
Girl->Always one of three things: hunwife."
Hobbs-"Good Heavens ! Whom do you gry, thirsty , or both.
Irony~Givin g
f'a ther a billfold for
suspect?"
,Dobbs-"It's she who ~s su~pecious-of Christmas.
Joke-Enjoyed by some and misundera mouse in the pantry."
stood by most.
Lawyer-One who defends your estate
Mr. Hill, Dr. Garrett they are our prin- against an enemy, in order to appropriate
cipals, We shall not lie,
it to himself.
They maketh us go down to the office,
'L ove-That feeling that makes a woThey leadeth us to the stiff office
man make a man 'ffi'ake a fool of himself.
They counteth our absentences.
They expelleth us from righteousness
Burglar-'IDon't be scairt, old lady, all
for the school's sake.
I want is you r m oney and-"
Thy rod and thy rule they comfort us.
Old Maid-"Oh, go' way. You're just
They calleth our parents before us and
in the presence of our Teachers, they ex- like all the other men."
pelleth us with grace and ease.
Our tempers runneth over.
"They tell me your wife came from an
Surely these shall follow us all the days aristocratic old family."
of our lives and we shall dwell in the hall
"N ot exactly came . . . . she brought it
of B. U. or Western forever!
with her."

* * * *

Audit~The !big question.
Auditor~Guy who always

asks, "Audit

" Sweetheart, if I'd known that tunnel
was so long, I'd have given you a kiss."
"Gracious! Wasn 't t hat you?"

be that way?"
Balance Sheet-Figures that don't add up
right.
Your first name is Jack, isn't it?
Why, how did you guess it?
Oh, I knew what your last name ought
to be.

Ike-"Were yo u excited on yo ur wedding day?"
Mike-"Excited? Say, I gave my bride
ten dollars and kissed the minister."

EASTER CARDS

For Good Food

Greeting Cards for All

EAT AT

Occasions

BEWLEY'S

Stationery

STEAK HOUSE

Kelly

Office

1004 State St.

Equipment
Phone 543

One Mile North on 31-W
Bowling Green, Ky.
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The oldtimer, looking bent, weary ,a nd
dejected, hobbled painfully up to the bar.
"What's the trouble?" asked a kindly
acquaintance. "You look bad."
''It's yoorz," moaned the 'O ldtimer. "I've
got a bad case 'Of yoorz."
"What's yoorz"?
"A double Scotch, thanks."

****

He-"If you'll give me your telephone
number I'll call you up sometime."
She-"lt's in the book."
He-"Fine! What's your n ame? "
She-"That's in the book, too."

*'

;:~

:: *

.customer-"Don't cut ·m e, now! "
Barber-".D on 't y ou wor-ry, Mister!
Every time I ,c ut a ,c ustomer I pay him a
dime. Why, one gentleman went out of
here this morning, when I was kind 0'
nervous, 80 cents to the good! "
::: * ::: :;:
"Man overboard!" shouted the youn g
sailor on his first voyage.
Amid great confusi'O n, the ship was
st'o pped. The sailor stepped up to the captain, saluted, and said:
'I 'm sorry, sir. I made a mistake wh en
I said 'Man overboard.' "
"Thank God!" said the captain, signalin g for full steam ahead.
"Yeah," explained the sailor. ''It was
a dame."

*

,~

**

As the incoming train neared the Chicago Stock Yards, a lady passenger
opened her bottle of smelling salts.
Soon the whole car was filled with a
horrible od'Or. One farmer put up with it
as long as he could, then shouted, "Madam, would you mind puttin' the cork back
in that bottle?"

April, 1949

MEET YOUR FRIENDS

- at-

12th STREET GRILL
FINE FOOD
Dine, Snack, or LoUr:t1e
In Comfort
Vet eran Owned and Operated

TROY
LAUNDRY
AND

Dry Cleaners
"On The Square"

****

Hustler-"I d'On't know what Bill does
with h is money. H e was short yesterday
and he's short again today."
Rustler-"Is he trying to bonow from
you?"
Hustler-"No, hang it! I'm trying to
borrow from him."

BE SMART --GO THRIFTY

Thrifty Dress Shop

****

"Sorry, old man, that my hen got loose
and scratched 'Up your garden."
"That's all right, my dog ate your hen."
"Fine! I just ran over your dog and
killed him."
* * * :::
She-"Am I really the only girl you 've
ever kissed?"
He-"Certainly-and by far the 'Prettiest."

THRIFTY HAS
THE
915 College

VALUES
Phone 838
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PINBALI~

MACHINES

By EV AN M. SHELBY
At present the .playing of pinball machines is a great Americ an indoor sport.
One would be astonished at the various
types and stations of the people who operate the m achines. No one in the United
States looks ridiculous while guiding a
a ball enclos ::d in a glass case by movements of his body, yet never t ouchin g th e
case or the ball; howe-ver, to someone who
:1 as not become familiar with such an American fad , this seemingly childish game
would seem r ath er preposterous.
Pinb all fans are not governed Iby their
respective social positions. They include
poor people, r ich people, illiterates, professors, cl ergymen, sinners, scientists, dru ggists, conto rtionis ts, anemics, atheletes,
farm ers, bootleggers, and a host of intoxicated "meatheads." These fa ns can be
classified under three or four different
types of -players. They can be the nervous
type, the scientific t ype, the calm type ,
or the "body-english " specialist typ e. Of
these t he latter, which is the most common, is readily recognized by his fanatical
swin ging of he ad and hips, flailing arms,
violent shaking of the machine; and at
regular intervals he emits a violent stream
of profanity which would shock even the
most calloused of sailors.
After the "body-english" t ype comes
the "nervous" ty'p e. This fellow eases toward th e machine as if he were "possessed," falls over the feet of not less than
fiv e bystanders, nervously inserts a coin,
and shoots all b ve balls in rapid succes-

sion. He then turns his back to the machine, closes his eyes, starts trembling all
over, and by t he time the last ball has
stopped rolling, he has worked himself into a fren zy t hat would easily outdo the St.
Vitus Dance.
The "scientist" h as the play figured so
that he knows just how far to pull the
plunger before releasing it to make the
ball hit the desired number or bumper on
th e board. H e can be recognized by his apparent n ear-si ghtedness, and by the spot
on the end of his n ose where he has leaned to close to the machine in an effort to
see the graduations on the plunger case.
When the Iball starts hittin g the bumpers,
and th e machine begi ns to sound off with
a series of air-raid sirens and atomic-bomb
explosions, the player goes into a dance
resembling that of the nervous t y pe, but
refu ses to take his hands off the machine;
<'.Dd just as the ball strikes the winning
n um ber, the player automatically tilts the
machine whereupon he curses it and the
owner of the " joint," demanding that his
money be refunded.
·L ast but by n o means least is the calm
type. This t ype most generally is made up
of teen-age boys who will resort to almost
any method short of murder to beat the
m achine. The most popular method is for
twelve or fourteen of the youths to gather around the machine and conceal it
while another removes the back and exposes the mechanism ; takes the glass cover
off the board so as to gain access to the
(Continued on Page 24)

THE UNIVERSITY INN CAFETERIA
Wishes to Announce A New Low-Price On Its
Freezer Fresh Ice Cream
Pint. . . . . . . . 25c
Quart . ... .. . . 45c
You probably already know that this is the Richest Ice Cream
That We Know of
The Original Large Size Cup-Cone is Still Filled With This
Fine Ice Cream For Only 1Dc

University Inn Cafeteria

.
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The dam burst, and the raging flood
quickly forced the town ,people to flee to
the hills.
As they gazed down sadly at their
fl ooded homes, they saw ·a straw hat float
gently down-stream for about fifty feet.
Then it stopped , turned around ,a nd
plowed slowly upstream against the rushIng waters. After fifty feet, it turned and
moved downstream .again. Then upstream
again. Then downstream agai n.
"Say," said one of the townsfolk, "what
makes that hat so durn funn y ?"
"Well, I ain't sartin sure," spoke up a
youth, "but last night I heard Grandpa
swear- came hell or high water he was agonna mow the lawn today."
Traveller (to waitress): "I see tipping
is forbidden in this restaurant."
Waitress : "Bless your heart, apples
were forbidden in the garden, too."

A :8INE POINT
A prominent judge had a case before
him involving a youth who had robbed a
loft of sixty bales of silk. The youth:s
lawyer went to the judge and made thIS
suggestion : "It is the boy's first offense.
If he paid for the sixty bal~s of stole~
silk would it be all right WIth the plamtiff' and with His Honor?" Immediately
the suggestion was taken up and then,
was a huddle among those concerned.
And it was agreed, seeing that it was the
boy's first offense, that if he paid for the
stolen silks, the case would be dropped.
As soon as it was agreed upon, the
youth's lawyer jumped up with this question: "Should the boy pay for the stolen
goods at wholesale or retail prices?"

••••

GIRL CENSUS

Girls enrolled-225
'E xpect to marry-163
Marry rich--41
Brag about going with boys- 203
Go with boys- 39
Get married-21
Agree with teachers-185
Understand them-O
Brag of smoking- 90
Smoke-l
Smoke cigars----3
Smoke pipes-12
Owe money-221
Want more-221
Believe in third date before mugging200
Mug on first date- 200
Mug on any date-200
Never Mug-(quote)-66
Like this feature-l

The prosperous ·and time-honor·ed partnership of Jones & Johnson threatened to
go on the rocks when Johnson fell madly
in love with Jones' wife. Jones was very
understandin g about the whole thing, but
finany told his partner, "This thing cannot go on any longer. The situation must
be resolved one way or another."
"We"ve always been sporting men,"
said Johnson. "What do you think of the
idea of playing one game of backgammon
to see who gets the girl."
The husband thought this proposition
over for a few moments and then agreed.
Let's play for a quarter a point on the
side," he added, "just to make it interesting."
"Airn't ye hungry?"
"Yep."
"Well, air ye comin' home?"
"Nope."
"Well, why ,a in't ye?"
'Standing in a b',a r trap."

April, 1949
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Doctor, if you operate, can I be back
playing the violin in two weeks' time?"
"1 can't guarantee the violin, but the
last patient on wham I performed this operation was playing a harp inside twentyfour hours !"

TOPPERS SPRING CHANCE
25c per Ticket-To Be Given Away April 13, 1949
MEN'S BOTANY
"500" SUIT
$60.00 Retail Value

WOMEN'S MOORDALE
or
Suits From

SUIT
$60.00 Retail Value

PUSHIN'S DEPARTMENT STORE
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Jim Clegg, Leaves For Summ'er
(Continued From Page 4)
fan s realize; although there have been
scandals in baseball, an umpire never h as
been 'a ccused of dishonesty.
What's more, the native of Atlanta feels
fan s and play ers are beginning to appreciat e the umpire m or e. To illustrate his
point, he told a story.
"During an Evangeline Leagu e game, 'a
class C league in L ouisiana, the umpires
fa iled to show up." related Clegg. " The
h ost Alexandria t eam h ad a har d time securing 'a n ump, but finally a local gentlem an agr eed to take it.
"E verything went fine until the eighth
inning Then a ball was batted down the
left field foul line. But the gentleman
acting as ump didn't call it either foul or
fair-said he honestly couldn't t ell
"Both managers expressed their symp athy in understanding his predicament,
but insisted he call it-one way or the
other.
"He couldn't do it conscientiously, so
again he refused. Finally one of the man agers suggested tossing a coin. Tails the
ball was foul, heads it was fair .
"The coin was tossed , it fell heads, the
batter got a two-base hit and everylbody
was satisfied."
This, J im pointed out, is quite unorthodox in organized b aseball. Umpiring has
become an extrerr ely skilled and demand··
ing ,p rofession. And umpires , like b aseball
players, work their way up from the minor leagues to the .big time. Like players,
they are scouted.
We want to wish Jim the best of luck
this 1949 season , and may it mean y our
promotion to the big leagues.
Well-known Eng] ish Prof : "Punctuate
t his sentence; Miss Jones, th e beautiful
y oung lady, walked down the street."
Freshman: "I'd .m ake a dash after Miss
Jones."

Fraternity
Row
SQU~RE AND COMPASS
A new social club has been formed by
the Masons of B. U. The organization w as
conceived with the idea of adding to the
social life of the Masons while they are
attending school here. The 'a ctivities of
the Club will not interfere with other social organizations in Bowling Green.
At b e second meeting the followin g offi c"r s were elected: David C. Helton,
P resident ; Bruce Williams, Vice-PresidC'lt; an d Bill Threlkeld, Secretary-TreasUI 2 L

The Square and Compass is now m aking p l-~)a r ati o ns for their first party. All
F & A M. are cordially invited to attend
t hese meetings which are held in room 23
each Tuesday night at 7 o'clock.
Shortly before the invasion of Europe
started, a brigadier general and his staff
were watching a troop-carrying glider go
b y. From it came ,a carrier pigeon. Powerful glasses followed the bird to a nearby
coop. A colonel raced over, got a message
attached to the bird's leg, bounded back
brea thlessly, and handed it to the brigadier. He opened it with trembling hands,
read it, cursed, and threw it to the ,g round.
Th en he walked away, his face ,a bright
pur ple. The colonel waited a moment,
then picked us the message. It said: "1
h ave been sent down for being naughty
in my cage."
"What was your scor e?" asked Phelps.
"Seventy-two," replied Searles.
"Seventy-two? that's good."
" It's n ot so bad, agreed the shy Searles, "but I'm hoping to do better on the
second hole."

SOUTHERN KENTUCKY'S ONLY CUT-RATE JEWELRY
"Where Cash Is King"
Bonded And Registered Diamonds
Nationally Advertised Watches

Al valon Jewelry and Loan Co.
319 Main St.

Bowling Green, Ky.

Phone 2663
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Newspaper Stories
The accident occurred at Hillcrest
Drive and Santa Barbara Avenue ,as the
dead man was crossing the intersection .
- Daily City (Calif.) paper.
On grounds that a fall pre vented her
from dancing, skating ,and bedsledding,
Mrs. Isabella H--, 72 , of Whit e Plains,
is suing the New York Central Railroad
for $35,000.
Halifax (Va.) paper.
:;: :::

:::

:::

"I h ear you were out dining in a swell
home last night ?"
"Y "2s. Just as we sat down at the table,
the host insulted me. I got so mad that
I l eft right after the supper."

::: ::: * :::

Have yo u heard the one about the boy
th at killed his father and mother, then
pleaded for mercy on the gro und that he
wa~ an orphan.
YOU MIGHT HAVE KNOWN
A strong man act on the stage. He t ak es
a lemon and, after much effort, rings th e
fruit dry and t h en m 3kes an announcement: "I have sq uezed this lemon dry.
I'll give a hundred d ollars to any person
in the audience who can get another drop
out of this lemon." Up steps one of the
audience. T akes the lemon and, after
muC'h pressure, gets another drop. T o
which the strong man says, "You certainly win the hundred dollars. You got
,a nother drop out. "Tell me, what business
are you in?" "Income Tax Bureau," came
the repl y.
TOO MUCH DOUGH
We know of a certain baker who went
crazy trying to cheat on the making of
his dou ghnuts. Every day he made th e
holes in them larger. But the larger he
made the holes, the more dough it took
to go around them.

Compliments

MIS'DAK,E N IDENTITY
As she was walking down the str.eet, she
heard a lovely shrill tweet-tweet!
Of course, you know it wasn't a bir d,
It was a wolf-cry that she heard ;
Her nau ghty heart did beat with pride,
She let her walk sway side to side.
"Glamorous me! " she thought with joy,
"I wonder what discerning boy
Has seen in me allure and romance?"
So carefully she stole a glance
An d found to her he had been blindHe 'd whistled at the blonde behind.

****

Tt was a Sunday afternoon.

Bill was
calling on Annie. Annie's youngest brother, Ned, insisted on remaining in the 'Parlor, to the embarrassment of the pairwith Bill bent on a little "necking."
Finally Bill suggest ed this: " Look out of
the window, Ned-and for every man
yo u see with a high hat I'll give you a
dime."
The boy accepted the offer. After looking out of the window for a few minutes,
he threw up his arms in joy and exclaimed, "Your 'necking' is going to be
expensive, Bill, here comES a Masonic
funeral! "

****

One hundred men and two women
cooks were employed at a Canadian lumber camp.
The owner, a stickler for business-like
procedure, wrote to his fo reman :
"Make your reports brief and snappy.
Don't waste words. Give precise figures.
Time is money. Remember this."
The foreman's next monthly report
read :
"Last month two per cent of the men
married 100 per cent of the women.
* :',: * *
Officer (to man pacing sidewalk at 3
A. M.)-"What are yo u doing here?"
Gentleman-"I forgot my key , Officer,
and I'm waiting for my children to come
home and let me in."

CURB SERVICE
HAVE YOU TRIED OUR FOUNTAIN?

Lerman Brothers
DEPARTMENT STORE
Bow ling Green, Kentucky

HAL'S DRIVE INN
OPEN ALL NIGHT
J . ROSS THOMAS -

HURSHEL JONES

729 COLLEGE
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We remember hearing somewhere or
Girls
other that they had to discontinue the
To sew on men's pants.
Ad in the Baltimore Sun Rom an holiday because of the overhead.
Th e lions were eating up all the .prophets.
A you ng woman wants washing or
Sometimes you are so strong and mascleaning daily.-ad in the Toronto Daily
culine and at other times, you are so soft
Sun.
and gentle. Why is it?
1 suppose it's heredity. You see, half of
Chauffeur, white, nice qu arters, beautiful countr y home exchan ged for services; my ancestors were men and half were
kind treatment; could use wife.-New women.
York Times.
Old Maid's lra ughter : "He! He! He!"
small n urse, $26
Lost~Gentl eman's
The great big beautiful car drew up to
cash and diamond r ing .- P hilad el phia
the curb where the cute little working
Evening Bulletin.
girl was waiting for the bus. A gentleman
stuck
out -a nd said, "Hello, I'om driving
Defini tions
Popular-To be gifted with the virtue wpst."
"How wonderful," said the girl, "!bring
of knowing a whole lot of uninteresting
IT'e back an orange."
people.
Respectability-The offspring of a haiFather: "Well, Junior, what did you do
son bet-w een a bald head and a Ibank acyesterday?"
count.
Junior: "I spent the morning in the
Resort-A place where the tired grow
pool
room and the -a fternoon in a bu rmore tired.
lesQu·e
show."
Theater-Holding a mirror up to a keyFather: "Shame on you, wasting a
hole.
whole morning."
H u morous Sayings

April, 1949
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The tragedy of the flea is that he knows
for ra certainty that all his children will
go to the dogs.
Success in life depends on two thingsluck and pluck, ... . luck in finding something to pluck.
Love is the delusion that one girl differ s from another.
A college education never hurt anyone
willing to learn scymething afterwards.
Humorous Typograph ical Errors
Dog in bed, asks divorce.-Galveston
(Tex.) paper.
TEEN-AG·E
FOR GIRLS

ROBLEE'S
FOR YOUNG MEN

X -RA Y FITTED SHOES
BOWLING GREEN'S
NEWEST SHOE STORE

Humerous Typographical Errors:
The bride is to be resurfuced with brick,
laid herringbone style on a bed of sand
with concrete mixture in the joints.-Wil' mington Evening Journal.
, Rev. Horace G-- returned from his
Twin Cities yesterday and will take up
his cuties at the church.~New.port (N. D.)
paper.
Notice
My wife Anna P - - having refused to
live with me under my bed and board I
hereby notify all ,persons that I will ~ot
be responsible for any debts contvacted
by her.-Roscoe (Va.) paper.
Advertisements
Lunch with us
A complete lunch service
Try our Plate lunch
V;accine virus
Tetanus and Diphtheria
,Antitoxins
PROP ERLY REFRIGE)RATED
Prescription Dr uggist
-Arizona co].lege magazine.

ADAM'S SHOE STORE

Lantern Glow Eat Shoppe

Successor To Cinderella

" WE TREAT NICE FOOD NICE"

428 E . Main

914 STATE STREET

,..
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A Round With "Dutch"
(Continued From Page 11)
quite ill too for three days in the latter
part of February. Feel better Betty? W~ll
I hope so!" .... Ray Howard and ConchIta
Gonzales at a popular Lodge o~ the. l~th
of March .... There's a cute tnck hvmg
at Knauer's Residence called Delores th~t
makes a sparkle in Chick's eye. Ah-'hs
spring .... Pat McIntosh has been w~ar
ing Willie's fraternity pin a long hme
now. Uh, huh! ... . I know now why Bob
Bell gives no tumble to the local talent.
His one and only isn't in Ky. and her
name is Alice Smith. Cute blonde .... Eddie Nangle had a good time in Fr~nkf.ort
last weekend . . . . John Stacy workmg for
Burroughs in Lexington. J ohn do~sn't
know many politicians so he re~ralI~ed
from operating a dairy farm or gomg mto the milking business. It takes to much
P ULL .... J o Ella! Your fellow studes
know you, how albout you knowin~ them
once in a while. After all, courtesy IS contageous Jo Ella, help spread an epidemic
of it .... As old Ben Franklin once said,
"A long life may not Ib e good enough, but
a good life is long enough .... Randall
Riley making the 30 to 45 minute phone
conversation with the widow next door.
. Spring is here! .. .. 'Many a woma~ .who
can't add can distract .... Raloph WIllIams
and Frieda Kitchens at the Dreamtime
Ball .... Leon Williams wife sat down
awfully hard on the floor at the dance ....
We all miss Chuck Hihbetts since he left.
He's working for J ohn L. now I hear ....
Johnson, lets not bray like a jackass.
When you have those pent up emotions
go out in an open field to bray, not a
cafeteria. 'Nuff said? ... Leslie Thomas
of Western is singing at W. K. C. T. Leslie
has a good ,voice-- .... Eva Hammond
,a nd Ed Davis looking their best as usual
... . Jeanette Cammack and Jack clicking
along like taps on a glass floor . ... Take
your age, times 2, plus 5 times 50, minus

Park City Hotel
"WELCOME"
2 Blocks From B. U.
ON STATE STREET

-------''--

365 plus the loose change in your pocket
under one dollar, plus 115. The first two
figures in the answer are your age, and
the last t'w o the change in your pocket ..
.. Bill Chandlers wife Marygold told J. L.
H . Jr. that he looked like Kay Kys~r.
Good or bad Marygold? . .. Frank SmIth
still having trouble with his car . ... Delores Eskew isn't ,c alling Chick L. ",F rankie" anymore. It seems that when asked . to
assist the orchestra with the entertamment in a nite club in Nashville he balked.
So say Wanda, Ray~ Betty, .John, Alma,
Jim, Carolyn and DIck, Dons and Don.
Lots of witnesses .... Gerry Baker and
Ruth Deering at the mist recent dance ...
.. Virginia Human looked out of t~IS
world at the Dream Time Ball. The SIze
of your trouble usually depends on
whether they are coming or going .... To
the characters who still persist in asking
questions at bell time, Will Roge~s said,
"Everyone is ignorant-only on dIfferent
subjects .. , .Marjorie Ramlbeau and Ed.
Decker still at par ... . Bill Threlkeld with
his everready smile is a f'a miliar sight .. . .
Gene 'M aunz, weren't you the one who
said that no civilized person ever goes to
bed the same day he gets up? I agree! ... .
If any of you hear Bob Strohman speak
of "SIS," it's not his sister of whom he
speaks 'b ut the future Mrs. Strohman .. . .
Many ,a man asks a girl for her hand,
only to put it in dishwater .. . . But on the
other hand, about the only thing a modern girl can cook as well as her mother is
some man's goose .... Here w e are with
over half a semester gone. It won't be
long and we'll all be gone and wishing
we were back. Ah, for the good old days,
when the man who saved money was a
miser ,-nowdays he's a wonder . . . . I've
heard many gripes on the peroxide steak
fad of fixing hair. .L ets take these fads in
stride. They're strictly American and
there are so many things much worse
they could do. Fr'instance-a clean shave
.... Doris G., it's good to see you smile,
keep it up .... Alma Gilley, Jim wants to
know how you remember to wear your
shoes to his class? . . . Carolyn Carper and
that orange dress . Uh- ... :Brenda Stone
hav ing breakfast with her trig prof . .. .
Bill Porter!, no dates? Tsk Tsk .... George
P urvis is gone ... .!Mr. Harman got that
A CONG ENIAL SPOT
TO M E ET YOUR FRIE NDS

Checks Billiard Parlor
523 10th

Bow ling Green. K y.
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new top for his convertible. It really looks
nice Louie--I. T . Jr.! , if you want to
rn.ake a hit with "·P ap" ask me for a possible solution. It'll work ... . Have you all
seen the beautiful Lord Elgin that Martha
gave John for his birthday. I'd settle for
a new alarm clock ....
.A n item. that was reprinted from "The
Sample Case," a salesman magazine, was
brought to my attention the other day by
Mary Chesney. It seems that after a male
baby has grown out of long clothes :and
triangles and has .acquired pants, freckles
and so much dirt that relatives do not
dare kiss him between meals, it becomes a
BOY. A boy is nature's answer to that
false !belief that there is no such thing as
perpetual motion. A boy can swim like a
fish, r~n like a deer, climb like a squirrel,
balk lIke a mule, bellow like a bull, eat
like ~ pig. or act .I~ke a jackass, according
to. clImatIc condItIons. He is ,a :piece of
skIn ~tretched over an enormous appetite.
A nOIse covered smudge. He is called a
tornado and lea·ves everything a wreck
behind him. He is a growing animal of superlative promise; to be fed, watered and
kept warm; a job forever, ·a periodic nuisance, the problem of our times and the
hope of a nation. Every boy born is evidence that God is not yet discouraged
with man. Were it not for boys, the newspapers would go unread and a thousand
picture sho:vvs wou~d go bankrupt. Boys
are useful m runnmg errands with the
,a id of 5 or 6 adults. The zest ";'ith which
a boy does an errand is only equaled by
the speed of a turtle on a July day. The
boy IS a natural spectator. He watches
p~rades, fires , fights , ball games, automobIles, boats, and airplanes with equal
fervor, but will not watch the clock. The
man who invents a clock that will stand
o~ its ~eadand sing a song when it strikes
WIn wm the undying gratitude of millions
of fa.milies whos·e boys are forever coming
to dm~e: about supper time. Boys faith fully ImItate their dads-in spite of all
the efforts to teach them good manners
A bo~, if not washed too often, and if
k.ept m la . cool, quiet 'p lace after e.ach ,accIdent, wIll survive broken bones hornets
swimming holes, fights and nine' helping~
of pie ... . Thank you Mary.
. Merl Fortney and Alma Gilley are gomg st~ady . . ... So are Mary Van Cleave
~nd Shm AllIson . .. .!Pete Vaught is makm g frequent trips to ·a nearby farm . Is it
that Pete is horticulturally inclined or is
a woman involved? ... . Harold Greenfield's Mom and Dad are here now. Don't

guess Harold will sleep through 7: 10 Trig
an y more .. .. Ann Louise Whitaker is
back looking as nice as ever .... When one
gets through one of Farley Greenfield's
"endurance" tests, he's h ad it . . .. Bill
Murphy can either be found in bed or at
Ivies ·Pool Emporium when needed ....
Scientists have proven that a woman's
mind is cleaner than a man's. It should be.
She changes it more often.
Doug and Elaine are still friends . .. Jim
Phelps is dating Maggie ·Brooks pretty
hea,:,i~y . Lets hope thin gs develop into a
ternfIc romance . . . . We hope to see Dick
and Carolyn going steady again before
Jong- - J. E. J ., the thing that costs the
lea~t and doe~ the most is just a pleasant
smIle .. . . EddIe Wall (Maurice) got his
car back from the garage where it has
been since he wrecked it about 10 weeks
ago ... . Jake Mabry still making the
Frankfort trip weekly to see June. Won't
be long and they'll both be making it to
visit reltives . . .. Inman Thompson was a
dele[5ate to ,a recent lodge Convention in
Lexmgton. How does it feel to be in a city
Inman? . .. . Have you all heard about the
bees and the trees? The flowers and the
bees? the birds and the Ibees?-those bees
certaI~~y ge~ around don't
they! . . . . Oh,
~ell , tIs sprmg-that's the time when the
bIrds and t~e bees follow Chick Lockhart
around takmg notes .. . . 'tis spring, when
a youn g man turns fancy . . . .
!hat's enough for this month. I've
Tmsse~ a . lo.t of you and I'm sorry, my
space ,IS lImIted. I've stepped on some toes
and I m sorry but I express the views of
you; own acquain~ance~. I've said enough
so ~ 11 leave you wIth thIS parting ~ought;
Thm.gs ma~ seem tough and times hard
b~t m realIty there are no hopeless situatIOns ; there are only people who have
grown hopeless about them.
. See you all at the dance and in the next
Issue.
Sincerely,
"Dutch"

Joe McFarland, Owner
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
For The Student
1122 Center St.

Phone 520
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Blowin' Fuses

Pinball Machines

(Continued From Page 14)
curb. I didn't blow m y horn I was told .
"What for?" I asked. " Now, now ," the instructor continued, " we must have fair
play .. We must warn the rest of the people that we are going to drive our car! "
W e drove about for several minutes and
I thought I hit those infernal dipping intersections rather well; I hardly ever
bounced higher than six inches. Finally
we went to the square.
After a bit the instructor said to me,
"Youn g ffllow, are you trying to waste
m y time?" I was, of course, very surprised. "No, sir." I replied, "Why?" " We've
been around this square four times and
you ain't dented that first fender y et.
You've had at least thre e good opportun ities at pedestrains and you missed every
one of them. On one you didn 't ev en try .
Bud, either put your mind to what we
are doing or let's forget the whole thing.
I've got work to do back to the City Hall
finin g .people for not putting pennies ' n
th e parking meters."
After that I perked up and redeemed
m yself, and on the way back t o the City
H all I made a pretty good score, but so mehow I felt I would have been just as well
off to have stay ed at h om e and died in
.bed.

(Con tinued From Ptage 17)
bumpers, or drills a hole through the si.de
so that a piece of stiff w ir e may be run mside to control th e ball or to punch the
bumpers, thereby running up an enormo~s
num ber of free ga.mes. After this t ype I S
t hr c';'[gh , the machine is always junked
" nd repl aced b y a n ew one for the players to experiment with .
This r eaction to simple indoor sports is
p r o'o Clibly one of the greatest grounds foreigners pr esent for r idiculing Americans,
but, after all, is n ot simplicity contentment ?

"Be mine," said the yo uth to the broker's daughter," and I'll alweys be true to
you-true as steel."
"Common or preferred?"

Interne-"Are yo u m arried?"
P ati ent-" No, I've only !been run over. "
Mrs. J on es was spending the day in b ed
with a severe co ugh , and h er husband was
w orking in the backyard , h amm ering
n ails into some boards. Presently a neighbor came over t o chat with Jones.
"Ho w's the wife ?" asked the neighbor.
"Not very w ell," r eplied J ones.
"Is that h er coughin'?"
"N o. It's a chicken coop."
Sana Rosa man den ies h e committed
suicide in South Sa'n Fr·ancisco .
Miss K athryn Ne- - -and Mr. Leo Net
- -will exchange marriage cows.
Lewis wins and loses union suit. ~San
Antonio (Tex .) Express.

When a women is in love, she goes into
ecstasy-a man goes into details.

Old Woman : Little boy, I wouldn 't kick
m y sister around the street , if I were you.
Little Boy : " Oh, it's all right, she's dead.

"Shooting Pool With Tandy is Really a Dandy And It's Handy"
Just Two Blocks From B. U.
Enjoy Cool Beverages and Delicious Sandwiches
- at:....-

Tandy's Billiard Parlor
Finest Tables In Town -

A:ll New Equipment

Rem ember
"Shooting Pool With Tandy is Really a Dandy And It's Handy"
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Have You Joined Southern Kentucky's
Finest Entertainment 'Club?
IF NOT ..... JOIN NOW!
JUST FOR FUN

THE
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CLUB

Entertainment

~

DANCING Refreshments

5 MILES SOUTH OF BOWLING GREEN ON U. S. H IGH WA Y 31 - W

Plan a Party -Bring Your Best Date
Always The Finest Dance Music
Club Facilities Available For Club, Fraierniiy and Sororiiy Parties
, TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS CALL ADA or BILL WILLIAMS
TELEPHONE - COUNTY 8100

Fill in this Coupon and exchange it at

BOOTS AND SADDLE CLUB
COUPON

the Club for Special S tudent Card. No

NAME ... .. ....... .. .• . . .... ... . . .....

STUDENTS!

assessme nts or dues
cards, except
Events.

to students

Saturdays

and

with

Special

AiDDIRESS . ...... .. ... . .. . .... . . . . .. . . .

serroolL .. ..... . ........... .. .. .... .. .
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"I'm a 100% Chesterfield smoker. I've tried
other brands but always come back to Chesterfield.
They buy fine light tobacco, ripe, sweet and mellow."
'f c 7''#
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TOBACCO FARMER AND
WAREHOUSEMAN, PARIS, KY.
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